Best Organising Committee Member of Neuro Meet 2020
A Memento for the Best Organizing Committee Member will be provided based upon their guidance and support throughout the conference.

This memento is to thank them for being a role model and a positive influencer to the speaker

Eligibility Criteria
• Organizing Committee Member will be chosen by the Pulsus, based on their affiliation and their contribution towards the field
• Director, Chairman, Doctor, or any eminent Person can be an OCM.
• Only the active OCM who participated in the Neuro Meet 2020 conference will be awarded the Memento

Outstanding Speaker in Neuro Meet 2020
Outstanding speaker award is to acknowledge the best oral presentation. We are taking this chance to encourage the speakers for their remarkable involvement.

Eligibility Criteria
• Initially to become a speaker, one has to submit the abstract for oral presentation under their session of interest.
• Once it is been accepted by the Scientific Committee Members they can register towards the Neuro Meet 2020 conference as a speaker.
• The participant can be a Doctor, Professor, Researcher, etc.
• To get the award the speaker must attend the Neuro Meet 2020 conference in person

Best Keynote Speaker – Neuro Meet 2020
This award is to identify the keynote speakers who marked their valuable research works and played an important role in the Neuro Meet 2020 conference. They may have carried out or published innovative research papers, been involved with clinical trials or taken part in training or education with the result of benefitting patients.

Eligibility Criteria
• The applicant should submit his/her abstract under Oral Presentation category.
• Speaker Should be Professor, Director, Chairman, Doctor, or any eminent Person
• The applicant should be physically be present at the Neuro Meet 2020 conference

Outstanding Masters/Ph.D/PosdDoc Thesis work presentation in Neuro Meet 2020
This award is specifically for the growing researchers, scientists, PhD students and University students who is working within the National and International or Government. This award is to encourage their work and to support them.

Eligibility criteria:
• The applicant should be currently doing Master/Ph.D./Postdocs or completed their degree within the last 18 Month
• The applicant should have an affiliation with the University or Research Center.
• The applicant should register under the YRF category

Best Poster Award Neuro Meet 2020
This award aims to recognize the best posters submitted and displayed at the Neuro Meet 2020 conference. This identifies an excellent combination of science, creativity and presentation. This platform is to share their views and aspects related to the theme of the conference.

Eligibility criteria:
• The best poster awards will be provided to the first 3 Applicants.
• The best poster will be selected by the OCM of Neuro Meet 2020
• E-Poster are not qualified for this category
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